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DEAC accredited institutions offer a broad array of instructional programs and student support services to meet varied educational and 
professional goals of a highly diverse student population. Institutions determine appropriate performance criteria to measure the success of their 
students in achieving their goals in the context of the institution’s specific mission and scope. You will find below (1) a summary of how this 
institution measures student achievement in the context of the institution’s mission and educational programs, and (2) student achievement 
metrics which the institution believes best reflect student and program performance. For more information about DEAC standards and 
requirements, please visit www.deac.org.
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	Summary: Holmes Institute is based in Golden, Colorado, and provides a Master's in Wisdom Studies program as well as a Certificate in Wisdom Studies program, both entirely provided by distance education. The programs are rooted in practical metaphysics, and incorporate religion, philosophy, psychology, leadership, and imagination as primary areas of study. Its mission is to offer quality distance education graduate programs in wisdom studies to spiritual leaders preparing for service in the global community. 

Holmes Institute uses student surveys, graduation rates, retention rates, and ministerial licensure rates where appropriate, to determine student achievement in the context of the institution's mission.
	Data: The median length to complete the program is four years. Most students are working, caring for families, etc. and may take between two and six years to complete the program. 

The following graduation rates are for the 2019 cohort:

Master's Degree: 35 new enrollments, 13 graduates, 2 withdrawals, 7 currently inactive (leave of absence), 13 still active

Certificate: 16 new enrollments, 5 graduates, 4 withdrawals, 1 inactive (leave of absence), 6 still active

Retention rates:

Master's: 87%

Certificate 93.3%
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